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Abstract

Code-switching refers to the phenomena of mixing of
words or phrases from foreign languages while communicating
in a native language by the multilingual speakers. Code-
switching is a global phenomenon and is widely accepted in
multilingual communities. However, for training the language
model (LM) for such tasks, a very limited code-switched
textual resources are available as yet. In this work, we present
an approach to reduce the perplexity (PPL) of Hindi-English
code-switched data when tested over the LM trained on purely
native Hindi data. For this purpose, we propose a novel textual
feature which allows the LM to predict the code-switching
instances. The proposed feature is referred to as code-switching
factor (CS-factor). Also, we developed a tagger that facilitates
the automatic tagging of the code-switching instances. This
tagger is trained on a development data and assigns an equiv-
alent class of foreign (English) words to each of the potential
native (Hindi) words. For this study, the textual resource has
been created by crawling the blogs from a couple of websites
educating about the usage of the Internet. In the context of
recognition of the code-switching data, the proposed technique
is found to yield a substantial improvement in terms of PPL.

Index Terms: code-switching, factored language model, recur-
rent neural networks

1. Introduction
Code-switching is defined as the fusion of two or more distinct
languages within the same utterance by a speaker [1, 2]. In re-
cent past, the code-switching phenomenon has become widely
accepted in multilingual communities, such as Cantonese-
English [3], Mandarin-English [4], Spanish-English [5], etc. In
India, after independence, though the Indian constitution de-
clared Hindi as the primary official language, the usage of En-
glish was still continued as a secondary language for its dom-
inance in administration, education and law [6, 7]. Thereby,
creating a trend among the urban population to communicate
in English for economic and social purposes. Over the years,
substantial code-switching to English while speaking Hindi as
well as other dominant Indian languages has become a common
feature.

The switching between the languages can happen within
the utterance or at its boundary. If the switching occurs
within the utterance then it is referred to as the intra-sentential
code-switching. Whereas, the switching occurring at the ut-
terance boundary is referred to as the inter-sentential code-
switching [8]. In this work, we attempt to address the intra-
sentential code-switching in Indian language context. We con-
sider the Hindi-English (Hinglish) code-switching phenomenon

Type 1
  ममझझ मझरर current account balance   जरननर हह |

Grammarly  एक advanced grammar and spell checker  हह |

Type 2
 अपनझ budget   कझ अनमसरर investments    कर सकतझ हह |

Market    मम बहमत सझ paid  और free cdn   उपलबध हह |

POS tag Noun Adjective Post position Adjective Noun Question Verb Aux

Hindi करररवतत ततववरगरमत कर आगमन समय कयर हह
Hinglish करररवतत express कर arrival time कयर हह
CS tag NS CS NS CS CS NS NS

Figure 1: Example sentences showing the varying levels of
intra-sentential code-switching. Type 1 and Type 2 refer to those
cases where the code-switched English words carry high and
low context information, respectively.

where the native language is Hindi and the foreign language is
English [9]. In literature, there are works addressing the intra-
sentential code-switching problem [10, 11, 12]. But in most of
those works, the code-switched foreign language contained se-
quences of words having some contextual information [13, 14],
thus a few works employed the interpolation technique over the
LMs trained on the native and the foreign languages separately.
In this work, we consider a case where the majority of the Hindi
language utterances are code-switched with the English lan-
guage words without much context information. In such cases,
due to insufficient contextual information, the existing tech-
niques become less effective in recognizing the code-switched
data. Figure 1 shows a few example sentences of the intra-
sentential code-switching phenomenon highlighting the varia-
tion in the contextual information present in the code-switched
foreign words.

Code-switching is a phenomenon that happens more com-
monly in spoken form than in written form. Hence, the avail-
ability of code-switching text corpora is very scarce. To address
these issues, one way is to tediously collect a huge amount of
code-switching text corpus and train the language model using
it as attempted in [15]. Alternatively, one can also explore aug-
menting the monolingual LM with the semantic and the syn-
tactic information extracted from limited code-switching text
corpus. We hypothesized that, if this code-switching informa-
tion can be captured while training, the same could enhance the
ability of the monolingual LM to recognize the code-switching
test data effectively. For validating our hypothesis, we pro-
pose a novel textual feature which allows the LM to predict the
code-switching instances along with the possible foreign word
with which the native word has been code-switched. We also
have developed a tagger that facilitates the automatic tagging of
the code-switching instances and assigns an equivalent class of
foreign (English) words to each of the potential native (Hindi)
words.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, the motivation behind the proposed code-switching fac-
tor (CS-factor) and the procedure followed to develop the code-
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switching tagger (CS-tagger) have been discussed in detail. The
detailed description of the text corpora collected and the system
tuning parameters involved in this study are described in Sec-
tion 3. The evaluation results of the proposed CS-factor based
RNN-LM in contrast with the existing approaches has been pre-
sented in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Motivation and Proposed Approach
The issue of code-switching has become a common feature in
several multilingual communities. Hence, there is a rising de-
mand for an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system that
can handle the code-switched speech data. Code-switching can-
not be characterized as the random mixing of the words or
phrases from two or more languages. In fact, the switching
between the languages appears to follow some broad syntactic
rules. We can capture the information about the native words
that are being code-switched with the foreign words. It is hy-
pothesized that a monolingual LM that incorporates this infor-
mation would be able to yield better recognition performance
for the code-switching test data. Motivated by that, we have
proposed a novel textual tagger that includes the code-switching
information to the training data and the same is described in the
following subsection.

2.1. Code-Switch Tagger (CS-tagger)

During code-switching, the foreign words are inserted into the
native language sentences mostly without affecting its syntax
as well as the semantics. To exploit this fact, we have proposed
a textual feature that identifies the locations where the code-
switching can potentially occur. It is referred to as CS-factor
in this paper. When a monolingual LM is trained by employ-
ing the CS-factor along with the words and tested using the
code-switched data, a significant improvement in terms of the
perplexity is noted.

To introduce this CS-factor in the LM training data, a tag-
ger has been developed. The steps followed for its creation are
given below:

1. Create a Hinglish development (dev) set and their Hindi
translated versions that cover the Hindi LM training set.
While translating, the proper-nouns and the abbrevia-
tions are kept unchanged. An example of the same is
shown below.

Hindi: विगर और विस्तम कके  बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै

Hinglish: Class और object कके  बरीच relationship क्यह हहै

Output of CS-Tagger: 
W-विगर:S-Class:M-Yes W-और:S-और:M-No W-विस्तम:S-object:M-Yes 
W-कके :S-कके :M-No W-बरीच:S-बरीच:M-No W-दरश्तह:S-relationship:M-Yes 
W-क्यह:S-क्यह:M-No W-हहै:S-हहै:M-No

Hindi: अगलिके पपष्ठ पर पपरपतपर कदो भरमें

Hinglish: next page पर form कदो fill करमें

Output of CS-Tagger:
W-अगलिके:S-next:M-Yes  W-पपष्ठ:S-page:M-Yes W-पर: S-पर:M-No 
W-पपरपतपर:S-form:M-Yes W-कदो:S-कदो:M-No W-भरमें:S-भरमें:M-No

Hindi words English words Decision for CS
विगर class Yes

विस्तम object Yes

दरश्तह relationship Yes

Hinglish class और object कके बरीच relationship क्यह हहै

Hindi विगर और विस्तम कके बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै

CS tag Yes No Yes No No Yes No No

Hinglish
booch methodology ददो development process कदो suggest करतह हहै |
मकेरह  atm card खदो गयह हहै तदो महै अपनके payment कदो कहै सके रदोक सकतह हम हाँ |
क्यह आप म मझके चहलिमक्य express कह arrival time बतह सकतके हहै |
Class और object कके  बरीच relationship क्यह हहै | 

Hindi
booch पद्धदत ददो दविकहस पपरदकप रयहओघुं कह स मझहवि करतह हहै |
मकेरह  atm पतपरक खदो गयह हहै तदो महै अपनके भ मगतहन कदो कहै सके रदोक सकतह हम हाँ |
क्यह आप म मझके चहलिमक्य दपरुतगहमरी कह आगमन समय बतह सकतके हहै |
विगर और विस्त म कके  बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै | 

2. More than 70% of the Hinglish development sentences
are found to have word-to-word correspondence with
their translated Hindi versions. From the alignment of
Hinglish-Hindi sentences, those words which undergo
code-switching are marked as ‘Yes’ while the remain-
ing are marked as ‘No’ as shown in the example below.

Hindi words English words Decision for CS
विगर class Yes

विस्तम object Yes

दरश्तह relationship Yes

Hinglish class और object कके बरीच relationship क्यह हहै

Hindi विगर और विस्तम कके बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै

CS tag Yes No Yes No No Yes No No

Hinglish
booch methodology ददो development process कदो suggest करतह हहै |
मकेरह  atm card खदो गयह हहै तदो महै अपनके payment कदो कहै सके रदोक सकतह हम हाँ |
क्यह आप म मझके चहलिमक्य express कह arrival time बतह सकतके हहै |

Hindi
booch पद्धदत ददो दविकहस पपरदकप रयहओघुं कह स मझहवि करतह हहै |
मकेरह  atm पतपरक खदो गयह हहै तदो महै अपनके भ मगतहन कदो कहै सके रदोक सकतह हम हाँ |
क्यह आप म मझके चहलिमक्य तरीविपरगहमरी कह आगमन समय बतह सकतके हहै |

                       

क्यह आप म मझके गररीबरथ express कह arrival time बतह सकतके हहै ?

क्यह आप ममझके गररीबरथ express कह आगमन समय बतह सकतके हहै ?

गररीबरथ express कह आगमन समय क्यह आप म मझके बतह सकतके हहै ?

आप ममझके गररीबरथ express कह आगमन विक़्त बतह सकतके हहै क्यह ?

गररीबरथ express कह arrival time  क्यह  आप म मझके बतह सकतके हहै ?

क्यह  आप म मझके गररीबरथ तरीविपरगहमरी कह आगमन समय बतह सकतके हहै ?

3. Using the above code-switching information, a map has
been developed that assigns an equivalent class of for-
eign (English) word(s) to each of the potential native
(Hindi) words as shown below. It is worth highlighting

Hindi: विगर और विस्तम कके  बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै

Hinglish: Class और object कके  बरीच relationship क्यह हहै

Output of CS-Tagger: 
W-विगर:S-Class:M-Yes W-और:S-और:M-No W-विस्तम:S-object:M-Yes 
W-कके :S-कके :M-No W-बरीच:S-बरीच:M-No W-दरश्तह:S-relationship:M-Yes 
W-क्यह:S-क्यह:M-No W-हहै:S-हहै:M-No

Hindi: अगलिके पपष्ठ पर पपरपतपर कदो भरमें

Hinglish: next page पर form कदो fill करमें

Output of CS-Tagger:
W-अगलिके:S-next:M-Yes  W-पपष्ठ:S-page:M-Yes W-पर: S-पर:M-No 
W-पपरपतपर:S-form:M-Yes W-कदो:S-कदो:M-No W-भरमें:S-भरमें:M-No

Hindi words English words CS Tag
विगर class Yes

विस्तम object Yes

दरश्तह relationship Yes

विस्तम thing Yes

atm atm No

Hinglish class और object कके बरीच relationship क्यह हहै

Hindi विगर और विस्तम कके बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै

CS tag Yes No Yes No No Yes No No

Hinglish
booch methodology ददो development process कदो suggest करतह हहै |
मकेरह  atm card खदो गयह हहै तदो महै अपनके payment कदो कहै सके रदोक सकतह हम हाँ |
क्यह आप म मझके चहलिमक्य express कह arrival time बतह सकतके हहै |
Class और object कके  बरीच relationship क्यह हहै | 

Hindi booch पद्धदत ददो दविकहस पपरदकप रयहओघुं कह स मझहवि करतह हहै |

that the developed map involves only 1640 words out of
a total of 5651 words in the development set. This obser-
vation supports our hypothesis that the code-switching
does not take place randomly rather follows syntactic
rules.

4. Using the created map, the Hindi training data is tagged
with the CS-factors and the resultant output is used for
training the LM. The below example shows the output of
the proposed CS-tagger.

Inter-sentential She is the daughter of CEO, यहहहाँ ददो  ददन कके  दलिए आई हहै | 
म मझके अमकेररीकह ममें चहर सहलि हदो गए, but I still miss my country.

Intra-sentential
Type 1 ममझके मकेरह current account balance जहननह हहै | 

भहरत ममें popular free virtual credit card services दकतनरी हहैं |

Type 2 अपनके budget कके  अनमसहर investments कर सकतके हहैं |
Class और object कके  बरीच relationship क्यह हहै | 

Training data 3-gram counts Development data  3-gram counts
Log

likelihood
Word 

sequences
Log

likelihood
Word 

sequences
-0.015 कके  बहरके ममें -0.032 सकतके हहै </s>

-0.021 पपरदहन करतह हहै -0.041 सकतह हहै </s>

-0.032 दकयह जहतह हहै -0.051 दकयह जहतह हहै

-0.037 जह सकतह हहै -0.061 दकेतह हहै </s>

-0.041 <s> खदोज यन्तपर -0.079 जहतह हहै </s>

-0.045 नरीचके ददए गए -0.079 <s> खदोज यन्तपर

-0.045 घमघुंडरी पर टक -0.079 कके  बहरके ममें

-0.045 <s> सहबद्ध दविपणन -0.096 कर सकतके हहैं

-0.051 कके  घ मघुंडरी पर -0.096 करतके हहैं </s>

-0.051 <s> दलिहलिरी सघुंयदोजन -0.124 करनके कके  दलिए

Development Dictionary
Total words Unique words Total words Unique words

5651 2385 1640 1285

Hindi training sentence: विगर और विस्तम कके  बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै

Output of CS-Tagger: 
W-विगर:S-Class:M-Yes W-और:S-और:M-No W-विस्तम:S-object:M-Yes 
W-कके :S-कके :M-No W-बरीच:S-बरीच:M-No W-दरश्तह:S-relationship:M-Yes 
W-क्यह:S-क्यह:M-No W-हहै:S-हहै:M-No

2.2. Factored Language Model

Factored language modeling techniques are used to incorpo-
rate morphological and linguistic information while training the
LM [16, 17, 18]. In this technique, each word wt in the vo-
cabulary V is represented as a group of k factors denoted as:
f1
t , f

2
t , . . . , f

k
t . The factors can be either morphological fea-

tures like stems, roots etc., or any other linguistic feature of
that respective word. Compared to the n-gram scheme, the re-
current neural networks (RNNs) are found to be more efficient
in modeling the long-term dependencies and the semantic in-
formation in the context of LMs [19, 20, 21]. In recent days,
the RNNs are also used in training the factored LMs and have
shown significant improvements in terms of recognition perfor-
mances [22, 23].

Motivated by those abilities of RNNs, in this work, we have
employed the RNN-based factored LM (F-RNNLM) to evalu-
ate the proposed CS-factors in training the native (Hindi) LM.
The network architecture of the F-RNNLM is given in Figure 2,
where x, s, and y represents the input, hidden and the output
layers respectively. The F-RNNLM predicts the posterior prob-
ability of the current word as

P (wt|F (wt−1), st−1) = P (wt|F (wt−1), st−1, c(wt))

×P (c(wt)|F (wt−1), st−1) (1)

where F (wt−1) =
[
f1
(t−1), f

2
(t−1), . . . , f

k
(t−1)

]
is the k-

dimensional feature vector corresponding to the word wt−1,
c(wt) represents the class to which the word wt belongs to and
st−1 refers to the previous context obtained from the hidden
layer.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the factored RNN-LM. The classes are
derived by partitioning the vocabulary into groups based on the
word counts and it helps reduce the search complexity.

3. Experimental Setup
This section describes the creation of Hinglish code-switched
test, development and Hindi train text datasets and the LM tun-
ing parameters used in experimentation.

3.1. Database preparation

The code-switched Hinglish text data is created by crawling
few websites educating about the usage of Internet in day-to-
day life [24, 25]. The crawled text data has been further pro-
cessed and normalized into meaningful sentences by removing
the emoticons, special characters, spaces, etc. Later, the nor-
malized Hinglish sentences are translated to Hindi sentences
with the help of Google translate [26], an online translation
tool. In few cases, the Google translate has failed to gener-
ate correct Hindi translation. This might be due to insufficient
Hindi vocabulary in the translator. In such cases, the Hindi
translation has been manually done with the help of a few on-
line Hindi vocabulary resources [27, 28]. It is to note that the
abbreviations and the proper-nouns in the Hinglish sentences
are left unchanged while translating them into Hindi sentences.
The obtained Hindi data is partitioned into training, test and de-
velopment datasets consisting of 1050, 105 and 435 sentences,
respectively. Note that, the Hinglish sentences corresponding to
435 Hindi development sentences are used for training the CS-
tagger while maintaining word-to-word correspondence with
those of Hindi data set. To highlight the difference in the con-
textual information between the train and development Hindi
datasets, the top ten most likely 3-grams are given in Figure 3.
Also, the Hinglish sentences corresponding to 105 Hindi test
sentences are used for evaluating the proposed approach. The
salient details of the Hinglish and Hindi datasets created are
summarized in Table 1.

The proposed and the contrast LMs for the code-switching
task are trained using the Hindi training dataset. The Hindi
test data is used for the parameters tuning while training the
language models. The recognition performances of the trained
LMs are evaluated on the Hinglish test data. Further, for the
contrast purpose, a class-based RNN-LM and 5-gram LM are
trained on the Hindi training data.

Table 1: Details of the vocabulary size and the word count of
the train, test and dev sets involved in this study. The proper-
nouns and abbreviations are left unchanged while translating
Hinglish sentences to Hindi. Hence, we find few English words
in the translated Hindi sentences.

Dataset Data # Sent- # Words # Unique words
type ences Hindi Eng. Hindi Eng.

Train Hindi 1050 15604 1036 1938 381

Test Hindi 105 1563 59 508 29
Hinglish 105 1088 533 284 263

Dev Hindi 435 5498 153 2323 62
Hinglish 435 3773 1874 1381 1004

Inter-sentential She is the daughter of CEO, यहहहाँ ददो  ददन कके  दलिए आई हहै | 
म मझके अमकेररीकह ममें चहर सहलि हदो गए, but I still miss my country.

Intra-sentential
Type 1 ममझके मकेरह current account balance जहननह हहै | 

भहरत ममें popular free virtual credit card services दकतनरी हहैं |

Type 2 अपनके budget कके  अनमसहर investments कर सकतके हहैं |
Class और object कके  बरीच relationship क्यह हहै | 

Training data 3-grams Development data  3-grams
Log

likelihood
Word 

sequences
Log

likelihood
Word 

sequences
-0.015 कके  बहरके ममें -0.032 सकतके हहै </s>

-0.021 पपरदहन करतह हहै -0.041 सकतह हहै </s>

-0.032 दकयह जहतह हहै -0.051 दकयह जहतह हहै

-0.037 जह सकतह हहै -0.061 दकेतह हहै </s>

-0.041 <s> खदोज यन्तपर -0.079 जहतह हहै </s>

-0.045 नरीचके ददए गए -0.079 <s> खदोज यन्तपर

-0.045 घमघुंडरी पर टक -0.079 कके  बहरके ममें

-0.045 <s> सहबद्ध दविपणन -0.096 कर सकतके हहैं

-0.051 कके  घ मघुंडरी पर -0.096 करतके हहैं </s>

-0.051 <s> दलिहलिरी सघुंयदोजन -0.124 करनके कके  दलिए

Development Dictionary
Total words Unique words Total words Unique words

5651 2385 1640 1285
 

Hindi training sentence: विगर और विस्तम कके  बरीच दरश्तह क्यह हहै

Output of CS-Tagger: 
W-विगर:S-Class:M-Yes W-और:S-और:M-No W-विस्तम:S-object:M-Yes 
W-कके :S-कके :M-No W-बरीच:S-बरीच:M-No W-दरश्तह:S-relationship:M-Yes 
W-क्यह:S-क्यह:M-No W-हहै:S-हहै:M-No

Figure 3: Differences in the contextual information present in
the training and the development datasets. For highlighting the
same, the top ten most likely 3-grams in both cases are listed.

3.2. Parameter tuning

The RNN-based language models used in the experiments are
trained using the RNNLM toolkit [29]. These RNN-LMs are
trained with a single hidden layer having 300 nodes and sig-
moid as the non-linearity function. By conducting tuning ex-
periments on Hindi test data, the parameter corresponding to the
number of classes is set to be 50 and the variable corresponding
to backpropagation through time (BPTT) is set as 5. Also, the
5-gram LM is trained using the SRILM toolkit [30] by setting
the discount parameter to kndiscount.

4. Results and Discussion
The evaluation of the proposed CS-factors has been done in the
context of Hinglish code-switching task. For this purpose, a
5-gram LM and both classes and factor-based RNN-LMs are
developed using Hindi training data. The recognition perfor-
mances of these LMs, in terms of perplexity (PPL), for Hinglish
and Hindi test sets are evaluated. In each case, the k-fold cross-
validation with k = 3 has been performed and their average
is reported in Table 2. When the Hinglish test set is evaluated
over the 5-gram LM and the normal class-based RNN-LM, a
huge degradation in terms of PPL has been observed in compar-
ison to that of the Hindi test set. It is attributed to the fact that
whenever a foreign (English) words occur while testing, there is
no contextual information associated with them. Note that, the
OOV issue is addressed by adding all the English words present
in the development data into the vocabulary of Hindi training
data while developing the 5-gram and the normal RNN-LM.
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Table 2: The recognition performances (in terms of perplex-
ity) of the proposed CS-factors in the context of Hinglish code-
switching task. Since, the Hindi test set is used for tuning the
parameters while training Hindi LMs, those performances are
only for reported reference purpose.

LM Factor Test data PPL

5-gram Word Hinglish 334.20
Hindi 80.11

RNNLM Word Hinglish 318.23
Hindi 78.23

F-RNNLM Word + CS Hinglish 48.15
Hindi 48.80

Whereas, when the Hinglish test set is evaluated over the fac-
tored RNN-LM trained using the code-switching information
as factors, a significant reduction in PPL has been achieved.
This is because the CS-factors capture the contextual informa-
tion while tagging a list of native (Hindi) words with their re-
spective code-switching instances along with their correspond-
ing switched foreign (English) words. Thus, by employing the
CS-factors as a feature along with the words while training the
RNN-LM, the contextual information will be helpful for pre-
dicting the Hinglish word sequences.

For all kinds of LMs, the parameters are tuned to the Hindi
test set, hence the Hindi test set performances given in Table 2
are only for reference purpose. From Table 2 we can see that the
proposed CS-factor based RNN-LM has resulted in significant
improvement in the recognition performance over the conven-
tional RNN-LM. Apart from addressing the code-switching, the
proposed approach also help in the modeling of Hindi words
having the similar context. This is the reason behind the im-
provement in the PPL observed for the Hindi test data. For con-
trast purpose, Table 2 also lists the performances of the Hinglish
and the Hindi test sets evaluated on the traditional 5-gram LM
created using Hindi training data.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a novel code-switching tagger
(CS-tagger) for improving the recognition of Hinglish code-
switched data. On using the CS-tags, the factored RNN-LM
trained on Hindi text data has shown a significant reduction in
terms of perplexity for Hinglish code-switched data. The pro-
posed approach is found to be quite effective in modeling the
contextual information and thus, handling the code-switched
data. The significance of this work lies in two aspects. First, the
approach attempts to enhance the ability of native language LM
without the need to incorporate the code-switched data. Sec-
ond, the proposed CS-tagger does not require a large amount of
target code-switched data for the effective modeling.

In this study, the data involved in the creation of the na-
tive LM is relatively small. So, the findings of this study are
required to be validated on a larger native dataset. Also, we
aim to address the code-switching tasks corresponding to other
Indian languages in future.
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